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1: Cyber Cafe Management System | www.enganchecubano.com
Objective of Visual Basic Project on Cyber Cafe Management System. The main objective of the Visual Basic Project on
Cyber Cafe Management System is to manage the details of ID Proof,Computers, Charges, Usage, Customers.

The objective of this software is to maintain the details of users, cabins and login history. Through this system
we provide facility of prepaid and postpaid accounts respectively for Account Users and Walkthrough Users.
It has the features like adding, viewing, editing of user details, cabin details, recharge option for prepaid users,
billing, tariff settings, etc. This easy-to-operate system helps to access and modify user details, provides
efficient billing facility. The software is designed to provide Reliable and error free information. The database
is driven by My SQL thus providing portability. Anyone having an account with the system can have access to
internet by logging into the client machine using a given username and password. Account users can login
only if they have sufficient balance in the account. Otherwise they will have to recharge their account using
the recharging facility at the administrator side. To ensure enhanced security user account creation, editing, etc
are available only at the administrator side. JAVA is special because - first, it is platform-independent. That
means that you, as a Java programmer, will need to write your Java code only once. Before Java, programmers
had to write their code for each targeted operating system OS. If you wanted to write a poker game application
and then distribute it to customers, you would have to write the program for the Windows operating system
and again for the Mac operating system. Java eliminates the problematic scenario above, once and for all. You
write your poker application in Java, compile the application, and distribute it. It provides prime opportunity
to communicate well with the user and conceive a joint understanding of what a system should be doing
together with a view of relative importance of the system facilities using interactive techniques. Even though
there are LAN connections and an administrator system, an automated system is not introduced. The owner
records the details of the clients, login and logout time, cabin and has to calculate the amount. All these details
are written in book. Also there is no special system to allocate cabins efficiently. The owner also has to
calculate the total income of a day. Manual processing of data is always time consuming and may commit
more errors. There is much difficulty in allocating cabins to the users. Further reference to the user details is
time consuming. Accuracy of such data makes the system unreliable and inefficient. Obviously there is need
of an efficient system. The proposed system rectifies the demerits and defects of the existing system to a
greater extend. No procedural changes are made to the existing system except the login process done by the
customers. The new system we develop has 2 modules. One module is to be installed in the server computer
and the second module is to be installed in every client computers. In server module the staff should login with
their username and password. The first entering window contains a flex grid which will display all the cabins.
If any customer logs in any client computer, the details of the user including name and address will be
displayed in this grid. The cyber crime monitoring system can be enhanced to an extent by implementing this
system. Most of the firms and establishments are being computerized in order to ease the tasks to be
performed. We aim through this venture, a better reliable solution. In the primary stage of feasibility study
itself we received an exquisite response and so we plan to go ahead with our project. The software must
include provisions to keep user details and login history. It should be capable of allocating cabins
automatically. It provides disk allocation, disk management and faster disk access. Windows combines the
user-friendly interface GUI and features of Windows 98 wit the file system, networking, power and stability of
Windows NT and some new improved features. This combination of features makes Windows the most power
full and easy to use. It supports multitasking that is it can do more then one work at the same time. It includes
many useful programs and accessories using a network are easier than ever with Windows The amount of
fund that the company can pour into the research and development of system is limited, the expenditures must
be justified. Thus the developed system was well within the budget and this was achieved because most of the
technologies used are freely available. Only customized products had to be purchased. Any system developed
must not have a high demand on the available technical resources. This developed system has modest
technical requirements, as only minimal or null changes are required for implementing this system. This
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includes the process of training the system but must accept it as a necessity. The levels of acceptance by the
users solely depend on the methods that are employed to educate the user about the system and make him
familiar with it. His level of confidence must be raised so that he is also able to make some constructive
criticism, which is welcomed, as he is the final user of the system. Strategies for integration software
components into a functional product include the bottom-up strategy, the top-down strategy, and sandwich
strategy. Careful planning and scheduling are required to ensure that modules that will be available for
integration into evolving software product when needed a serious of testing are performed for the proposed
system before the system is ready for user acceptance testing.
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2: cyber cafe project documentation
Cyber CafÃ© Management is a complete package developed for management of systems in a cyber cafÃ©. This project
is intended to be used in a Cyber CafÃ©. All cyber cafes have some basic needs likeable to control the systems that are
being rented to the customers and are charged on timely basis.

All cyber cafes have some basic needs likeable to control the systems that are being rented to the customers
and are charged on timely basis. Now days it may also require to save some details of the customers for
security reasons. At any time the cyber administrator should be able to see the status of any PC , When the
customer wants to do some other activities like taking a print out or scan a copy etc. It should be recorded.
And finally all the details will be available to the Cyber administrator. And he can submit on the form to
generate the bill. Modern world is computer world where the things have to be done promptly that requires
optimal resources and optimal methods. Due to this inevitable requirement, cmputerisation of each and every
sector in the main stream is must. So that it can be held itself in the race. In this context,our software replaces
all the manual effort and the paper works done by the owner of the cyber to a completely electronical
environment, be it bill generation or customer creation and fulfillment of their needs and customer
satisfaction. Hence both the customer and the owner are at their ease. Once there is some request coming in
from the client,it should receive the data and perform appropriate functions. User Creation and Management
This module should implement the user creation and management. The users could be given a username and
password and also they could be given a prepaid account by which they can browse until they finish the
amount in their accounts. This module comprises five sub modules: This module deals with retrieving the
details about the current customer after his each or after he completes his session. This module allows the
admin to view or keep track of all the customer details either on basis of type of user, or on basis of weekly or
monthly. The customer here are offered two choices to make for the time plan that is Prepaid and Postpaid.
This module gives the information about the logged in users and the comp that they are logged into. Billing
This module should produce bills depending upon the user activity and hence generate a report comprising all
the requesties, regarding the customers session. Here the postpaid customer makes full payment, comprising
charges for his browsing time as well as other services seeked such as items purchased, refreshments,
scanning, printing etc,. While the prepaid customer will pay for the extra services seeked other than browsing
time as the due deduction for brosing will be done through his account. If the connection is successful then he
will be able to use the client system. The connection request is made on the server that is available on the
network, If the server is not running or if he is not authenticated then he will not be able to use the client
system. These requests will be shown up server screen and the admin provides the customer with the requested
services to his place. Future scope of the project: Be it user creation, their management or bill generation,
everything is computerized. Since the admin job is done effortlessly and at the same time the customer can
enjoy his browsing time entirely, hence both the user and the owner are at their ease. For realtime purposes we
can extend the software by installing the server components into a single system and have multiple clients by
installing the client components into many systems. Here multiple clients can interact with the single server at
the sametime sending in multiple requests simultaneously.
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3: Downloading File /PROJECT www.enganchecubano.com - cybman - Cyber Cafe Management System Objective of C# Project on Cyber Cafe Management System. The main objective of the C# Project on Cyber Cafe
Management System is to manage the details of Usage, ID Proof, Charges, Customers, Downloads.

The main objective for developing this project is to manage the activities of a school like student attendance,
teachers employed, school expenditures etc. It will manage all the student related processes from application
and admission. It can keep to record students academic performance. It also provides time to time event
information related to school. It can help for the student needs to register by giving the necessary details, for
the desired course, and should also mention the mode of payment for the course if registration is done
successfully, the student can avail the course. This project provides a lot of features to manage in very well
manner. This project contains a lot of advance modules which makes the back end system very powerful. It
can also managed daily transactions with intake and outgoing data. It also provides time to time current status
information related to stock. It can be used to store the details of the inventory, update the inventory based on
the sale details, produce receipts for sales, generate sales and inventory reports periodically etc. The purpose
of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the stock. This
application has a good appearance and is very easy to operate. It is very simple and easy to access at Visual
Basic. It is a very simple source code. It saves our time and money. The main objective for developing this
project is to managing all the requirement for the examinations incharge. These include, but are not
necessarily limited to, the following: Exam center, date sheet, roll list and room list. It can help to plan for
seating all the students in the examinations rooms. This project Exam Seating Management System is to
record the details of many activities of users. It is very simple and easy to access at. The main Advantage of
this system to reduce the work. Simply help to plan for seating the all students in the examination rooms. This
project provides a lot of features to manage the products in very well manner. The main objective for
developing this project is to manage the Payroll activity like the salary paid for employee in a organization
depending upon their attendance. It can help for store all the detail records for every employee within the
organization to assign work to correct person and salary and perks to their eligible employees. It keeps the
records of the employees attendance and on that basis it provide the monthly salary. It can also helps to
generate pay slip as well as the summary of the payroll. Payroll Management System is an important activity
in any organization. It tracks all the details about the Payroll, Working Points, Appraisals. It can manages all
the payroll activities done in a company or organization. It is very simple and easy to access at Java. The main
objective for developing this project is to manage Student details, prospective Students, Student Marks
Details, Student Attendance Records and all the Students related data. This system is very useful for schools,
colleges and universities because for every colleges, school and universities important task for administration
department is to manage student information details in a procedure oriented manner with latest updates for
every year which need to be available for easy access. Here all the records of the students are saved in student
information system and every semesters marks and results are also saved. Even here everyone can see the
courses available, sections, teachers and other information. Teachers can keep track of students attendance,
class performance, assignment details, exam performance details etc. Student can also see their basic
information such as fee status, exam results, exam performance etc. This project is a student-level data
collection system. It manages all the information about Registartion, Fees, Faculties, Registartion. The project
is totally built at administrative end and thus only the administrator is guaranteed the access. The purpose of
the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the Registartion,
Courses, Fees, Students. It tracks all the details about the Students, Branches, Faculties. Provides the searching
facilities based on various factors. Such as Registartion, Students, Branches, Faculties College Management
System also sells the employees details online for students details, employees details, courses. It tracks all the
information of Courses, Fees, Branches ect Manage the information of Courses Shows the information and
description of the Registartion, Students To increase efficiency of managing the Registartion, Courses It deals
with monitoring the information and transactions of Branches. Manage the information of Registartion
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Editing, adding and updating of Records is improved which results in proper resource management of
Registartion data. Manage the information of Branches Integration of all records of Faculties. The transactions
are executed in off-line mode, hence on-line data for Registartion, Courses capture and modification is not
possible. Off-line reports of Registartion, Students, Faculties cannot be generated due to batch mode
execution. The purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for
managing the Airline Enquiry, Passengar Reservation, Passengar, Ticket Booking. It tracks all the information
of Passengar Reservation, Passengar, Airlines Booking ect Manage the information of Passengar Reservation
Shows the information and description of the Airline Enquiry, Ticket Booking To increase efficiency of
managing the Airline Enquiry, Passengar Reservation It deals with monitoring the information and
transactions of Airlines Booking. Manage the information of Airline Enquiry Editing, adding and updating of
Records is improved which results in proper resource management of Airline Enquiry data. The transactions
are executed in off-line mode, hence on-line data for Airline Enquiry, Passengar Reservation capture and
modification is not possible. It manages all the information about Students, Courses, Branches, Students. The
purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the
Students, Login, Courses, Faculties. It tracks all the details about the Faculties, Registartion, Branches. Such
as Students, Faculties, Registartion, Branches College Management System also sells the employees details
online for students details, employees details, courses. It tracks all the information of Login, Courses,
Registartion ect Manage the information of Login Shows the information and description of the Students,
Faculties To increase efficiency of managing the Students, Login It deals with monitoring the information and
transactions of Registartion. Manage the information of Students Editing, adding and updating of Records is
improved which results in proper resource management of Students data. Manage the information of
Registartion Integration of all records of Branches. The transactions are executed in off-line mode, hence
on-line data for Students, Login capture and modification is not possible. Off-line reports of Students,
Faculties, Branches cannot be generated due to batch mode execution. It manages all the information about
Informations, Employee, Experience, Informations. The purpose of the project is to build an application
program to reduce the manual work for managing the Informations, Salary, Employee, Leaves. It tracks all the
details about the Leaves, Login, Experience. Such as Informations, Leaves, Login, Experience College
Management System also sells the employees details online for students details, employees details, courses. It
tracks all the information of Salary, Employee, Login ect Manage the information of Salary Shows the
information and description of the Informations, Leaves To increase efficiency of managing the Informations,
Salary It deals with monitoring the information and transactions of Login. Manage the information of
Informations Editing, adding and updating of Records is improved which results in proper resource
management of Informations data. Manage the information of Login Integration of all records of Experience.
The transactions are executed in off-line mode, hence on-line data for Informations, Salary capture and
modification is not possible. Off-line reports of Informations, Leaves, Experience cannot be generated due to
batch mode execution. It manages all the information about Internet speed, Hours, Time slot, Internet speed.
The purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the
Internet speed, Report Generate, Hours, Calculate Bills. It tracks all the details about the Calculate Bills,Users,
Time slot. Such as Internet speed, Calculate Bills, Users, Time slot College Management System also sells the
employees details online for students details, employees details, courses. It tracks all the information of Report
Generate, Hours, Users ect Manage the information of Report Generate Shows the information and description
of the Internet speed, Calculate Bills To increase efficiency of managing the Internet speed, Report Generate It
deals with monitoring the information and transactions of Users. Manage the information of Internet speed
Editing, adding and updating of Records is improved which results in proper resource management of Internet
speed data. Manage the information of Users Integration of all records of Time slot. The transactions are
executed in off-line mode, hence on-line data for Internet speed, Report Generate capture and modification is
not possible. Off-line reports of Internet speed, Calculate Bills, Time slot cannot be generated due to batch
mode execution.
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4: Cyber Cafe Management System C++ Project | projectworlds
This site gives free download management system project with documentation and source code for free. these computer
science management projects are developed in www.enganchecubano.com java and php. these project can be used by
MCA BCA BSc CS and www.enganchecubano.com CS students as their final year project.

Net and Visual Basic as Frontend. Structure of the program: Cyber cafe management This project basically
contains two types of users: The Server user is the administrator of the Server machine who has the right to
monitor each and every client or customer. He will have the rights to remotely login or logout the client user.
He solely controls the Server machine. The Client user is the customer for the cyber. There can be multiple
clients interacting with the server,sending multiple requests at the same time. Modern world is computer world
where the things have to be done promptly that requires optimal resources and optimal methods. Due to this
inevitable requirement, cmputerisation of each and every sector in the main stream is must. So that it can be
held itself in the race. In this context,our software replaces all the manual effort and the paper works done by
the owner of the cyber to a completely electronical environment, be it bill generation or customer creation and
fulfillment of their needs and customer satisfaction. Hence both the customer and the owner are at their ease.
Once there is some request coming in from the client,it should receive the data and perform appropriate
functions. The users could be given a username and password and also they could be given a prepaid account
by which they can browse until they finish the amount in their accounts. This module comprises five sub
modules: Get customer log information: This module deals with retrieving the details about the current
customer after his each or after he completes his session. This module allows the admin to view or keep track
of all the customer details either on basis of type of user, or on basis of weekly or monthly. The customer here
are offered two choices to make for the time plan that is Prepaid and Postpaid. This module gives the
information about the logged in users and the comp that they are logged into. Here the postpaid customer
makes full payment, comprising charges for his browsing time as well as other services seeked such as items
purchased, refreshments, scanning, printing etc,. While the prepaid customer will pay for the extra services
seeked other than browsing time as the due deduction for brosing will be done through his account. If the
connection is successful then he will be able to use the client system. The connection request is made on the
server that is available on the network, If the server is not running or if he is not authenticated then he will not
be able to use the client system. These requests will be shown up server screen and the admin provides the
customer with the requested services to his place. Future scope of the project: Be it user creation, their
management or bill generation, everything is computerized. Since the admin job is done effortlessly and at the
same time the customer can enjoy his browsing time entirely, hence both the user and the owner are at their
ease. We have limited the server and the client into a single system. Here multiple clients can interact with the
single server at the sametime sending in multiple requests simultaneously. Nowadays Cyber Crime has
increased immensely. Snapshot of the Project:
5: Visual Basic Project on Cyber Cafe Management System
Download cybman - Cyber Cafe Management System for free. Cyber Cafe Management System in Java with MySQL as
back end.

6: project report on cyber cafe management system pdf
Cyber Cafe Management System is a real-time way to manage the client machines via monitoring and locking in order
to process PC rentals which includes the ability to fully control and charge for printing.

7: Report on Cyber Cafe Management System
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Cafe Cop Desktop Edition Cafe Cop is a complete Cyber Cafe Management program with a strong and interactive
interface which allows you the Cyber Cafe Owner to sit relaxed and leave all the Cyber Cafe Management activities on.

8: Mini Project in C Cyber Management System | Code with C
Popular Searches: project report for cyber cafe mgmt sys pdf, mini project for cyber cafe billing system using vb, debtors
management project report pdf, full project report on cyber cafe management system, cyber in pdf hindi, cyber cafe
management in context level dfd, project report on cyber cafe management system doc.

9: Cyber Cafe Management System Project in www.enganchecubano.com | Projects
TITLE OF THE PROJECT "CYBER CAFE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM" OF KIRAN CYBER LINK, NAGAON
INTRODUCTION The cyber cafÃ© management is a system in which we collect & save all the records of the customers,
www.enganchecubano.com internet surfing duration, how many pages they have print & any other print related
information if they print & when required we take any other information about them.
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